Through a long series of experiments conducted in the chemical laboratories of the Department of Internal Medicine, it has been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that in the test-tube the membrane of the resting red blood cell is impervious to the bases Na, K, Ca, and Mg. The term "resting" is used to denote conditions in which metabolic processes within the cell, and especially glycolysis, are held in abeyance or reduced to a minimum. This is effected by conducting the experiments rapidly at low temperature. This point needs emphasis because, as will be shown, neglect to maintain this resting state may explain the transfers of base between cells and serum, which have been reported by many responsible observers like Ponder. If inorganic basic ions can not cross the red cell membrane, it is clear that the osmotic effects of changes in the concentrations of salt in serum can be compensated only by transfers of water. This was found to This establishes beyond reasonable doubt the accuracy of the analytical methods and the calculations involved in the determination of cell base. In this case the transfers of base after the intravenous injections must be accepted as real.
The differences between cell water and serum base ratios are somewhat larger in these experiments than they were in the infusion experiments. This results merely from the fact that the changes of base and cell volume in the former are so large that errors in the indirect calculation of cell water become important. In another series of in vitro experiments the water of serum and blood was measured directly by drying the materials to constant weight (table 3) . In these, again, no evidence of transfer of base can be detected. Although, in a few instances, there are rather large discrepancies between the ratios of cell water and of serum base, the agreement on the whole, as the averages show, is excellent. This indicates that there is not, as has been repeatedly daimed, in the red blood cells, any considerable amount of "bound" water,-that is, water which is not available as solvent. Since these controls substantiate the accuracy of the methods of analysis and calculation, the results of the infusion experiments must I170 be taken at their face value. It would appear, then, that when the concentration of salt in the circulating blood is altered, although moderate amounts of base may pass in either direction across the envelopes of the red blood cells, these cells, nevertheless, act like perfect osmometers with membranes permeable to water, but not to base. To attempt to explain such a paradox is hazardous in the extreme; nevertheless, we would suggest a hypothesis. In both in vitro and in vivo expriments the cells acted, as far as water exchanges are concerned, like osmometers impermeable to base. In the test-tube, furthermore, base transfers could not be detected by direct analysis. These in vitro experiments, in which base was not transferred, are distinguished from the infusion experiments, in which base was transferred, by the fact that in the test-tube metabolic activities of the blood were held in abeyance. Dr. Lena Halpern has recently shown that, although neither base nor phosphate enter or leave the red blood cell in behalf of osmotic equilibrium, phosphate can be made to pass freely between cells and serum in response to certain cellular metabolic activities in which it is concerned. And with this phosphate goes a certain quantity of potassium. It is conceivable, since the activity of potassium combined with organic phosphate is quite unknown, that exchanges of phosphate between cells and serum in connection with metabolic activities cause litde osmotic disturbance. The intravenous infusions in these experiments, since they were given for therapeutic purposes to patients who were seriously ill, may well have altered metabolism profoundly. In Halpern's experiments osmotic effects of transfers of phosphate were not carefully investigated. In a few preliminary studies of movements of phosphate during carbohydrate metabolism Dann and Hald have found that large transfers of phosphate between cells and serum in the circulating blood can not be correlated with changes of cell volume.
On the whole the red cells in the circulating blood seem to react as they do in the test-tube, expanding and contracting in response to osmotic influences by exchanges of water without base. At the same time, whatever its osmotic effect may be, base must be able to traverse the cell membrane under particular conditions. These conditions, as far as they have been reproduced in vitro, appear to be connected with metabolic activity and to serve no osmotic purpose,-perhaps, even, to have little or no osmotic effect. Neglect of the distinction between resting and active blood and between osmotic and metabolic demands may be responsible for much of the controversy over the permeability of the red blood cell membrane. If this distinction is valid the concentration of base in living cells in their natural environment must be continually changing, within limits, without direct relation to osmotic pressure. This concept is supported by comparison of the base in cells and serum of normal individuals. According to analyses made by Miss Hald the concentrations of potassium, sodium, and base in cells were quite variable and not consistently related to the concentrations of the same substances in serum.
